
WRITING A SCIENTIFIC REPORT UNIVERSITY

Writing a Scientific Report. A scientific report is a document that describes the process, progress, and or results of
technical or scientific research or the state of a.

The following should not be included in your results: What you expected to find or what you were supposed to
have observed. Editors like to see that you have provided a perspective consistent with the nature of the
journal. Control: Most experiments will include a control, which is a means of comparing experimental
results. Summarize the most important findings at the beginning. Plan the steps of the experiment carefully
with your lab partners. Introductions How do I write a strong introduction? Speculations on possible
interpretations are allowed, but these should be rooted in fact, rather than imagination. What would you
remember, and what would you need explained more clearly as a refresher? Include author addresses. We
revise these tips periodically and welcome feedback. What did you use? Did the study achieve the goal resolve
the problem, answer the question, support the hypothesis presented in the Introduction? Text This should be a
short paragraph, generally just a few lines, that describes the results you obtained from your experiment.
References Cite any references that you have used, ensuring that each item in the reference list has an in-text
citation, and every in-text citation has a full reference in the reference list at the end of your paper. What
should I do before drafting the lab report? You can propose present global and specific conclusions, in relation
to the objectives included in the introduction. State main objectives. Explain plausibly any agreements,
contradictions, or exceptions. Avoid unspecific expressions such as "higher temperature", "at a lower rate",
"highly significant". Also, readers are the potential authors who will cite your article, so the first impression is
powerful! Use median and interpercentile range to report skewed data. A short guide to writing about
chemistry.


